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Why would a man risk his life for a mother who abandoned him
as an infant? Yet when Doug Sutherland is passed a scrawled
note by a mortally-wounded.
Lagarto I – Katherine Taylor
A mortally wounded Mexican stranger passes Doug Sutherland a
cryptic note about a “shipment” and warns him that “your
mother is in danger.” Sutherland.
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Why would a man risk his life for a mother who abandoned him
as an infant? Yet when Doug Sutherland is passed a scrawled
note by a mortally-wounded.
The Lagarto Stone
The Lagarto Stone book. Read 5 reviews from the world's
largest community for readers. Why should a man lift a
finger-much less risk his life-for a mothe.
The Lagarto Stone
Why should a man lift a finger-much less risk his life-for a
mother who abandoned him as an infant? But when a mortally
wounded Mexican passes Doug.
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The Lagarto Stone. Cover. Gordon N. Mcintosh. AuthorHouse, Seiten. 1 Rezension. Why would a man risk his life for a
mother who abandoned him.
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The engineer Francisco Rodríguez, who restored the Lagarto
stone, discovered three full circles, and possibly part of a
fourth, carved into the side of the stone.
tierra-del-lagarto | BALI
Groveton Jackson formation. Ealletsville Oakville sandstone or
sands of Lagarto clay. Kirbyville Sands of the Lagarto clay or
Oakville sands- stone. LaGrange.
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Quantity Add to basket. But then his apartment is invaded, he
receives threatening calls from a Mexican smuggler, the police
accuse him of drug dealing, and a DEA agent harasses. Like
saving money?
YetwhenDougSutherlandispassedascrawlednotebyamortally-woundedMexi
Our Awards Booktopia's Charities. By continuing to browse the
site you accept our Cookie Policy, you can change your
settings at any time. I found the book refreshing that the
author was actually testing the reader, as a thriller I
enjoyed the story and am now looking forward to reading the
second in the series, Death's Crooked Shadow, as I know what
to expect from the author I will The Lagarto Stone taking my
time in order to fully enjoy the read.
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Alfon. Why would a man risk his life for a mother who
abandoned him as an infant?
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